
Premium Italian furniture-maker Paolo Castelli’s roots 
stretch all the way back to 1877, and today, four gener-
ations later, the family company continues to surprise 
us with its elegant design. 

Italian High-End 
Furniture & Lighting



Before being a company, Paolo Castelli is the story of Ettore Castelli’s family, 
who founded a cabinetry in Bologna in 1877. With 140 years of cabinet working 
history behind, the Castelli family started making ebony pieces in Bologna at 
the beginning of the 20th century. The company “know-how” has been handed 
down to today and finds its expression in an internationally renowned company.

Keep It in the Family



Today, Paolo Castelli shifted its strategy, extending its range to high-end furniture and decoration 
accessories for both contract and private markets. All the creations made by Paolo Castelli express a 
strong aesthetic appeal and a delicate artisanal soul. Three collections – ‘Inspiration’, ‘Greenkiss’ and 
‘Tribute to Morandi’ – exemplify this new dimension.

Exceptional Furnishings and Complements



Elegance is the cornerstone of the Inspiration collection’s design DNA. Collection of furniture, light-
ing and decorative objects inspired by the 20’s-30’s-40’s in a modern way. Inspiration walks you 
through an itinerary of rooms furnished and interpreted to give a realistic vision of the evolution of a 
style.

Inspiration Collection









The eco-friendly design collection results from the creative talents of designers Hubert de Malherbe 
and Thierry Lemaire, combined with the savoir-faire of  Paolo Castelli. The collection comprises ta-
bles, armchairs, seats and light fittings, reflecting the finest Italian and French design of the 50’s and 
70’s: clean, elegant and balanced.

 

Greenkiss Collection







A capsule collection including objects and furnishings that pay a tribute to Giorgio Morandi, one of 
the greatest Italian artists of the 20th century, and his artistic career.

The result is a collection of objects permeated with sophisticated elegance, telling the stories of 
symbolic worlds with understated decorations and colour palettes, bringing new energy to interior 
decoration, with a strong lyrical and poetic accent.

Objets d’Auteur: Tribute to Morandi Collection 
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